HEALTH &
SAFETY
GUIDELINES
For COVID-19

Our Mission

While we continue to adapt and adjust to meet the demands of these unique times, our
mission still holds true:
We exist to serve and build community through the arts.

Our Core Values still guide us:

Guiding Principles
Through our research and work over the past year and a half, four words were
identified as the building blocks for charting our path through this pandemic

Safety

Flexibility

Creativity

Inclusivity

We will place the
safety of our staff,
members, and
patrons through our
actions and
decisions, above all

We will design plans
that are flexible and
adaptable, so we can
quickly adjust as the
circumstances
evolve.

We will embrace

As always, we will

creativity in all our

cultivate environments

programming, finding

that are inclusive and

new ways to connect

welcoming,

and perform, and

specifically leveraging

championing unique

technology to enable

forms of artistic creation

participation both online

and expression.

and in person.

Health & Safety Mitigations
As of July 30, 2021, we have made some adjustments to our safety protocols.

Masks

Social Distancing

Sanitizing

Masks

Masks will be required for all artists and patrons participating in any in-person
rehearsals, activities, or performances. Some exceptions for artists apply (see Artist
Impact Slide).

Social Distancing

We will not require social distancing for patrons, however will provide the
opportunity to be reseated in an area that allows for social distancing whenever
possible. We will continue to keep artists socially distanced at 3 feet, unless
performance spaces restrict this ability.

Sanitizing

Hand sanitizer will be readily available in all rehearsal rooms, performance venues,
and near each entrance/exit.

Artist Impact

Any members returning to rehearsal or performance will have to sign
a waiver stating that they:
Are aware of the steps CFCArts is taking to mitigate the risks;
Are aware of - and willing to adhere to - the precautions we are requiring them to take
and understand that for the safety of all we will not be able to make exceptions;
Are aware that the exact delivery of their season (in-person vs. virtual, etc.) and any
planned performances are subject to change and all decisions or adjustments will be in
the best interest of the health and safety of everyone involved;
Acknowledge that they are aware of the risks involved and are freely choosing to
participate.

Artist Impact (Cont.)

The following safety precautions apply to artists in specific program
areas:
Adult Choral Programs: Masks may be optional for soloists if there is proper social
distancing.
Adult Instrumental Programs: Masks may be optional for soloists if there is proper social
distancing. Percussionists and string players will remain masked at all times and wind
players will remask when not actively playing.
Adult Theatre Programs: Masks may be optional for casts in large venues with sociallydistanced blocking.
Adult Dance Program: Masks will be required at all times, but participants may engage in
partnered dancing.
Youth Programs: Masks will be required in non-instrumental programs at all times.
Percussionists and string players will remain masked at all times and wind players will
remask when not actively playing. Temperature checks will no longer be required.

Patron Impact
Prior to purchasing any tickets for live performances,
any patrons will be required to also agree that they:
Understand the steps CFCArts is taking to mitigate the risks;
Acknowledge the precautions we are requiring them to take - for the
good of everyone involved - and that CFCArts reserves the right to
deny entry if they are unwilling to adhere to the necessary
precautions;
Are aware that performances can be modified, relocated, or
canceled at any time due to the evolving nature of the pandemic and
that they understand our ticket refund policies in advance.
Acknowledge that they are aware of the risks involved and are freely
choosing to attend.

LET'S CREATE SOMETHING
UNFORGETTABLE, TOGETHER.
We believe that our best days are still ahead of us.
We believe that CFCArts will play a profound role as we recover and heal.
We believe that our community needs the art we create.
And we believe that our artists need the community we create even more.
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